
Bird Control



We specialise in providing solutions to bird and pest problems 
that many pest control companies are unable to deal with or 
don’t have the experience to provide an effective solution.

Bird control requires specialised skill and knowledge of the wide variety of bird 
species, their behaviours and the legislative requirements that must be observed. We 
have even been appointed as sub-contractors for the likes of Rentokil, Ecolab, Mitie 
and many other pest control companies in our industry because they too recognise 
our expertise!

NBC’s high standards are recognised as industry leading, so much so that we regularly 
participate in scientific research with FERA, Natural England and Scottish Nature.

The UK’s Leading 
Bird Control & 
Bird Proofing Experts

Expert Advice & Consultancy

As the UK’s experts we provide consultation with government bodies for operations 
and licence application to ensure that our customers comply with the Wildlife & 
Countryside Act 1981.  Our experienced bird control technicians manage conflict with 
birds responsibly and effectively so the risk of nuisance birds is removed.

“The best solution to 
prevent gulls nesting is 
proofing or a falconry 
programme before the 
nesting season begins in 
March”



Bird Control 
Solutions

Operating throughout the UK our expert bird 
control teams work on buildings of every type 
– new build, listed, industrial or derelict – and of 
every size - aircraft hangars, shops, warehousing, 
shopping centres, flats and more!

Our experienced bird control teams are able to design bird control 
programmes that can be implemented and installed quickly to protect 
you business. All of our bird proofing installations are fully guaranteed 
and provide years of savings and value. 

Bird spiking is suitable for areas where there 
are small populations of nuisance birds (light 
bird pressure) where the birds are roosting, 
perching or possibly nesting. Bird spiking 
when installed correctly acts as a physical 
barrier to the birds without harming them.

Bird spiking & bird wire

Bird Free gel works on all the birds senses 
emitting a UV light which appears as ‘fire’ 
and containing food ingredients, the smell of 
which birds find abhorrent. This combination 
of these elements ensures that nuisance 
birds avoid any bird free gel proofed area.

Bird Gel

The Avishock system is very discreet and a 
favourite with architects. It is a low profile 
track which omits an electrical pulse like a 
electric fence for cattle. It doesn’t harm the 
birds but prevents them from perching or 
roosting.

Avishock

Should licensing allow it, it can be 
necessary to remove nests particularly 
with regard to gulls nesting on roofs. 
Another option is egg oiling which 
prevents hatching and make the nesting 
birds less likely to return in future years.

Egg & Nest Removal / 
Egg Oiling & Replacement

A natural method of control, experts 
have long recognised the effectiveness 
of using birds of prey to change 
nuisance bird behaviour. NBC has the 
largest expert team of falconry trained 
bird control technicians in Europe. Not 

simply falconers each technician is a trained and experienced 
bird control specialist. 

The use of our specially trained and bred birds of prey will 
change a nuisance bird populations habits leading to them 
moving away from an area.

Falconry Response

Sometimes it is necessary to cull 
nuisance birds and if licensing allows 
clients can be assured that NBC will 
carry out these operations legally, 
humanely and discretely keeping your 
company protected.

Trapping & Culling

NBC offers a wide range of electronic 
audio distress call systems, kites, gas 
guns and other products to help with 
situations of low pressure. 

Bird Scaring Products

An increase in the number of feral 
pigeons and gulls moving inland means 
there is more bird mess to contend 
with than ever. Bird mess is unsightly, 
a slip hazard and a health risk to staff, 
customers and the public. Our guano 

cleaning services ensure affected areas are clean and sanitised 
to prevent bacteria and disease being spread.

Guano Cleaning

Bird netting is used for areas of 
a building where there are large 
populations (high pressure) of nuisance 
birds where the birds are highly 
motivated to return either for breeding, 
nesting or roosting.

 
Netting is 100% effective when deployed correctly and is 
one of the most flexible bird control solutions available 
ideal for courtyards, rooftop air-conditioning, frontages or 
inside hangars or industrial warehouses. All of our netting 
installations are provided with a 5 year guarantee. 

Bird Netting

For use in situations where the bird population is small 
or used in conjunction with a large control programme

A last resort but a quick method of controlling a localised 
bird population 

Cleans and sanitises an area for safe and hazard free 
access

“Importantly our technicians 
understand bird behaviour 
and have experienced every 
type of bird problem. Our 
bird control programmes 
deliver best value and are 
guaranteed to be effective, 
legal and ethical”

Ideal for situations where traditional bird proofing is 
either not possible or economical

100% guaranteed to exclude populations of nuisance 
birds for the long term

Reduces a bird population and discourages the return of 
the nuisance birds the following year

A low profile alternative to traditional spiking perfect for 
protecting business signage and ledges from roosting

A cost effective and low profile deterrent for low 
pressure situations

Suitable for protecting high ledges, beams, signage 
or solar panelling



“Faeces and gull guano 
can be a particular risk 
as they contain harmful 
bacteria which can cause 
respiratory infections, 
and illness”

Risk Management
Birds can become a nuisance and conflict with business in many 
ways to create unacceptable risks – through bacteria in bird 
mess, nesting debris, aggressive behaviour - and increased cost 
through maintenance, delays or loss of customers.

The majority of situations we attend mean the birds are already adversely affecting 
a business. A comprehensive (and free!) survey is completed to understand the risks 
problem and identify a suitable control programme or proofing method.

Our experience and knowledge of UK bird species, their behaviours and the related 
law is industry leading and ensures we can prevent or remove any bird problems.

Compliance
Choosing the right bird control programme is essential to 
protect your business but so is compliance.

All birds are protected by the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981. It is an offence to kill 
birds and take, damage or destroy nests or eggs, without having first explored non-
lethal measures or obtaining a licence. Management of any birds under a licence can 
only be completed where the species is causing conflict with conservation or human 
interests.

NBC understands the legal requirements of bird control and that of your industry. 
We work across all UK industry sectors and understand that health and safety is a key 
issue for every business. Before any recommendation is made we complete rigorous 
risk assessments to ensure your business is protected from potential litigation.



NBC Bird & Pest Solutions Ltd, 17 Maurice Gaymer Road, Attleborough, Norfolk NR17 2QZ

Some of the businesses who have benefited from 
our bird control services are:

Vinci Facilities

Euro Tunnel

Keir

Aviva

National Grid

Scottish Parliament

Veolia Environmental Services

NHS Trusts

The NBC Promise

provide the widest range of in-house bird control solutions in the UK

maintain our technicians training and professional development to ensure expert advice and 
recommendations

price transparently and fairly to provide best value

provide comprehensive surveys and risk 
assessments with method statements with 
expert recommendations

operate ethically ensuring operations do not have an adverse effect on the environment and wildlife

research and invest in innovation for our 
customers benefit

To arrange a free risk assessment or to discuss a bird problem contact us:

We will:




